ADDENDUM #1
RFI
Modular Type Fabricated Building for the Charlottesville Albemarle Airport

1. Is there a room layout for the modular unit (more than the descriptor in the RFP)?
   • No partitioned rooms, open interior.

2. Finish requirements?
   • No specific finishing requirements.

3. Preferred manufacturer?
   • No preferred manufacturer.

4. Will the unit require domestic water/sewer connections?
   • Yes, but connection to municipal water and sewer is not part of this bid.

5. Are there wind load or FAA requirements for this building?
   • The FAA does not have specific wind load requirements; however building is to be construction per wind loads stated in Commonwealth of Virginia applicable codes for modular type structures.

6. Are there anticipated goals for delivery dates? Is there a possibility of this requirement being revised?
   • Attachment A of ITB 2022-04 states delivery “not to exceed 90 days from date of award.” Delivery dates greater than 90 days shall be reviewed after bid open date.

7. Is there more information describing the project specifics?
   • No additional information on modular building specifics.